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printing from a pc or laptop directly to a zebra bar printer lets you create standalone documents
from other applications. just install the free zebra setup utilities and print from any application using
the print dialog. getting started is as easy as zebra stamps - one bar page management . the setup
utilities create zebra bar files that can then be imported into individual printers or exported in a
stand-alone one-page zb64 format. printing is as simple as clicking the stamps icon in the printer's
print dialog or the page management icon on the printer setup dialog. select stamps from the one-
line list to create a zebra bar document. you can select zb64 format to export the page to a file. you
can choose to add a new printer or add new zebra bar functionality to an existing printer using the
free zebra setup utilities. for instance, you can add a new zebra bar printer without having to
reconfigure it. you can choose to add a new printer or add new zebra bar functionality to an existing
printer using the free zebra setup utilities. for instance, you can add a new zebra bar printer without
having to reconfigure it. the zebra stamps - one bar page management is a lightweight barcode
printing technology that creates fully customizable image-based tags with a strong connection to
barcode and 2d code symbologies. the free zebra setup utilities create zebra bar files that can then
be imported into individual printers or exported in a stand-alone one-page zb64 format. printing is as
simple as clicking the stamps icon in the printer's print dialog or the page management icon on the
printer setup dialog. select stamps from the one-line list to create a zebra bar document. you can
select zb64 format to export the page to a file.
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the download is available for mac and pc. the easy-to-use, intuitive, windows-based label design
application is easy to use. it's compatible with any member of the zebra printer family, including

previously branded eltron and comtec printers. zebra offers more than 75,000 printers in 150
countries. click below to download the free zebra setup utility, a powerful tool that will give you a

fast start by configuring your printer and installing driver software. the setup utility also provides a
print spooler for your convenience. try setup utility today! interaction settings with this release of the

zebra bi cards visual, report designers now have more control over which interaction is allowed to
the end-users (viewers) once a report is published to power bi service and consumed in view mode.

with the latest updates, the kpis have three different stages: ytd total, total and last period. by
clicking on the number, a user can toggle between the three options. if the ytd state is selected, the
cards title gets an appendix ytd, which can be changed in the settings pane. interaction settings with

this release of the zebra bi cards visual, report designers now have more control over which
interaction is allowed to the end-users (viewers) once a report is published to power bi service and
consumed in view mode. titles are changed in the title menu, where you can turn word wrap on or
off (this is helpful for long titles in narrow visuals, change the font color, alignment, text size, and

font family. this is also where you can freeze the title which is useful in long tables where you want
to see the title even after scrolling down in the visual. 5ec8ef588b
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